
The number one [1] best change to make in reducing inequalities for food security and nutrition is 
agriculturally integrated 'permaculture' method and start converting mono-culture lands to multi-crop 
and multi-use species to produce the lumber the farm will need each decade, the straw the farm will 
need each decade, and the feed each animal there will need, the flowers that the bees need, etc. A 
functioning ecosystem as nature gives it to us; in an extensive, rich diversity.

Mud bricks were something we used to a lot of and now we don't use, however going back to natural 
easy to make yourself structures could prove immensely beneficial to the bank account of the farmer, 
the material and industrial demand and supply chain, and the environment.

Supporting companies, cooperatives, and persons who make these types of changes gives us a great 
stock both in health for ourselves and our loved ones and the health of our ecosystem as a whole.

Like with boxing, ju-jitsu, painting, drawing, sculpting, music-making, or any art; it is little changes, 
almost hair-line that make all the difference.

Like mud bricks garbage and waste from the "previous area of ill consciousness" into the "era of 
coherent cohesive harmonious conscience," such as tires and bottles can be used as filament for 
structure - the 'Earthship' movement of New Mexico and the Permaculture movement worldwide has 
done a lot with this.

Where nature shows us combinations, modern science takes us in the 'direction of dissection" breaking 
down and isolating elements. This can be a good study but the curious absence of the direction of the 
connection is now prying at the door of destabilization.

Small changes can be made with global education and pronouncement to enhance the ecology to 
surpass all fears and all hopes to create an incredibly rich and vital atmosphere for all. It is totally 
doable.

Farmers are often shocked to hear of metaphysical templates for extreme production, however today 
we have many tested verifications of Rudolph Steiner's Biodynamic Agriculture - which is just a 
starting place for highly-productive earth culturing. Another area that modern science is unable to enter 
for whatever reason.

Regardless of current stigmas and proceeding with results-based navigation towards success it is time 
to start getting behind some of the people who are already doing this to spread the culture.

I have some recommendations on this.

Xprize has launched a Carbon Conversion Competition (which is still open for registry 
https://www.xprize.org/prizes/elonmusk), and several teams have won milestone prizes of 1 million 
dollars already such as the Climate Foundation (https://www.climatefoundation.org/xprize.html) doing 
a marine permaculture model which is surely going to be very important, and the University of Iowa 
who is doing a land soil-based enhancement much like our Bio-Tribe Team here in Panama 
(https://nutritionaldiversity.com/, https://gangmaker.org/A1/xprize-carbon-removal/). The XPrize group
and community has become a fantastic group of environmentalists, and conscious scientists who are 
attacking things from every angle! There are groups on the Xprize site that are reforesting corrals in the
oceans, and working cutting edge waste conversion technologies, and with the help of the masses, they 
can really get things going everywhere quickly.

After being a student of alternative agriculture for a decade this is the most promising splash on the 
radar I have seen.

So today I pray (and it is a special day for many reasons) that we each take five minutes and find one of
these grassroots doing it for the love and the karma communities of actual down to Earth scientists to 
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get us back on track!

Here in the mountains here, a river called the Cxxxxa should be full of fish to the point where you can't
cross it without being pelted. This river has no fish. This is because of monoculture coffee farms that 
cover the mountain. The chemical runoff is so toxic no fish exit in the big Cxxxxa river. Such a 
gorgeous volcanic "black gold" soil area, a total shame.

This world is a food production machine, the problem is that we came up with "I know better than 
nature" model and ran that thing to ridiculous.

The good news is we can use most of the equipment and labor still we just need to change up our 
methods a bit. This turnaround prioritization will answer to climate change fears and enhance greatly 
our quality of life and happiness across the globe as well as that of all the living things here.

The second thing [2] to emphasize in reducing inequalities for food security and nutrition is the 
business opportunity and model that exists where new diverse small agricultures can produce for 
consumers non-toxic diverse nutrition. As they educate their community on the benefits of their product
versus the grocery, the little man on the short end of this inequality can regain the income of 
agricultural labor and do much better than the previous working wage. 

For example; My cows get a Nutritional Diversity diet of a richness that other feeding areas do not 
have - not even close. My customer base is very solid. I have diverse vegetables of higher quality and 
growing strength and products the store does not have. I can almost immediately start putting this 
Nutritional Diversity diet (https://nutritionaldiversity.com/) together finding small farmers already 
doing 'permaculture' small organic farming and offering a full or half pantry of better quality goods to 
clients from several. I have educated them on something helpful that really does benefit their life and 
loved ones' lives. So this is a great business model all around that anyone can get into.

Wherever I go I help a few gardens even ones on urban balconies and rooftops and they are always 
happy to throw a bag of veggies at me when I swing through. I find these kinds of excellent qualities all
over participation in a natural uplifting role like this. It is not a millionaire life every time but being in 
this groove of the record plays nicely. Being on the same positive, interesting learning "bio-page" (the 
great thing also about biological nature is no one person will ever get close to learning it all), with 
others is helpful and nurturing to social connections as well - arguably the thing we live for the most.

Humbly, 
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